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Tracing the Scribal Tradition with
Diplomatic Editions of Manuscripts
of Jerome’s Chronicle1
Claude Hanley, Steven Merola, and Stephanie Neville
College of the Holy Cross
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The Chronicle of St. Jerome is a universal history of the world from the time of
Abraham up to the death of the Emperor Valens in A.D. 378. Jerome used Eusebius’s work of the same name as his major source, but modified and continued it to
produce an original work. Adhering to this editorial precedent, a number of scribes
copying the work recorded historical events beyond the original scope of Jerome’s
work. Created by one individual but shaped and molded by successive generations,
the Chronicle has been a living document from its beginning. Efforts to excise parts
of the text not composed by Jerome ignore the nature of both the work and its
genre as a whole. Our research has convinced us that the scribes did not merely
transmit the Chronicle throughout the centuries; they helped create it. By working to
create digital, diplomatic editions of three manuscripts of the text, we have sought
to preserve the Chronicle as successive scribes conceived it. Thus far in our research,
this approach has brought to light significant variations between texts. Among
1 We would like to thank Professors Neel Smith and Mary Ebbott, Department of Classics, College of
the Holy Cross; Nicholas Jalbert, Charlie Schufreider, and all the members of the Jerome Project, past and
present; the Holy Cross Summer Research Program in the Humanities, Social Sciences and Fine Arts; the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation; and donations from Timothy W. and Deborah Coleman Diggins to the
Alumni/Parent Summer Research Scholarship Fund for their contributions to our research thus far.
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these variations, too clearly intentional to be errors, there are many instances which
demonstrate that medieval scholars worked from multiple sources, sought to present
information in different ways, and reckoned with the problems of chronology.
We have carried out our research as members of the Holy Cross Manuscripts,
Inscriptions, and Documents Club. This club provides a way for students from different disciplines, though predominantly Classics majors, to conduct research on
primary sources. Every Friday afternoon during the school year, students voluntarily
meet up to work on their respective projects, and several students have obtained
grants to conduct in-depth research on their projects from the Holy Cross Summer
Research Program. Much of our current work is based on the precedent set by the
editors of the Homer Multitext project, which includes both professors and undergraduates, who similarly edit manuscripts of the Iliad. It is only through cooperation
with the students in the Manuscripts Club and our faculty advisors that we have
been able to reach our present degree of progress.
A diplomatic edition presents the text of a manuscript as it appears on each
page. When making a diplomatic edition, we record every piece of text on each folio
of the manuscript. This method allows users of our editions to study everything the
manuscript contains and so to draw their own conclusions. The editorial process has
also allowed us to examine closely the Chronicle’s scribal tradition. In our opinion, the
entire tradition of scribal contribution deserves to be studied and preserved as it is.
Indeed, the textual differences between the manuscripts show that the scribes were
more than simple copyists. They were chroniclers in their own right who practiced
their craft in these compositions. A conventional critical edition of the text, which
aims to omit anything not originally written by St. Jerome, cannot accurately represent this scribal tradition. Rather, the variations unique to each scribe are better
captured in diplomatic editions that reflect the malleable genre of the chronicle as
evidenced by Jerome’s own expansion of Eusebius and to which Jerome acknowledges in his preface to the work.
The two manuscripts of the Chronicle which we have edited extend the history
of the copies of the text from which they were working in order to continue the
history of the world as time progressed. For example, the Geneva 49 includes an
extension of Jerome by Prosperus, an earlier scribe, labelled “PROSPERI. ADDITIO[.]”2 This notation echoes the phrase “HIERONYMI. ADDITIO” which identifies Jerome’s own additions in Eusebius’s work.3 The additions of Prosperus cover a
2 Geneva Library, Ms. lat. 49, 122v.
3 Geneva Library, Ms. lat. 49, 122v.
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period of sixty-six years.
The Chronicle is written in a tabular format. Most commonly in our manuscripts, for the earlier years of history, tables representing the progression of history
take up an entire two-page spread.4 A list of major kingdoms runs across the top
row of the table and the reigns of different kings are recorded in each corresponding
kingdom’s column. Historical events are listed beside the year of the reign of the
king in whose kingdom they occurred. Most events, however, are listed in historical
columns.5 The authors of the Chronicle condensed the events of their universal history into one or two columns, as opposed to scattering them through all the columns.
For instance, during the ninety-fifth Olympiad, both the Geneva 49 and St. Gallen manuscripts record, “Socrates venenu(m) bibit.”6 The scribes list the death of the
Greek philosopher, in the Greek city of Athens, under the column of the Roman
Consuls (the only column with any historical events listed within it on the folio).
The purpose of this placement was likely to assist with the organization of the text
and to account for the absence of the Athenian column at this point in the record.
Gradually, as the different kingdoms fall, their columns are eliminated from the
manuscript until only the Romans remain.
We are currently studying three manuscripts of the Chronicle. The images of
these manuscripts are all available under a creative commons license through the
e-codices project.7 The first is the Geneva Library, Ms. lat. 49 (hereafter Geneva
49), which was written in the late fifteenth century. While all the manuscripts with
which we are working cover a similar duration of time, the scribe’s illustrations,
use of various colors, and ornamentation make the Geneva 49 the longest of the
three by number of folios. It has approximately ninety folios more than each of
the other two. These ornamentations consist of emphatic decorations and internal
commentaries that highlight certain events, like a note about the fall of some of the
major kingdoms (discussed below). The second manuscript is the St. Gallen 298
Kantonsbibliothek, Vadianische Sammlung, Ms. 298 (St. Gallen 298), from the early
fifteenth century. The St. Gallen 298 manuscript is decorated much less than Geneva 49, lacking both illustrations and any color other than red, blue, or black. The
manuscript with which we have most recently begun working is the Bern, Burger-

4 See further discussion in “The Chronicle of St. Jerome”.
5 For a discussion of Jerome’s use of historical columns, see Burgess (2002, pp 15-17).
6 Geneva 49, 90r; St. Gallen, Kantonsbibliothek, Vadianische Sammlung, Ms. 298, 56v.
7 See http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en
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bibliothek, Cod. 219 (Bern 219). Composed during the seventh century, this version
of the Chronicle is one of the oldest extant versions of the work.8 This manuscript is
the least decorated of the three, and the text is written only in red and black ink. The
columns are also less carefully structured. The text within the columns sometimes
does not fit in the space under the corresponding kingdom, which then disrupts the
structure of the adjacent columns. During the fifteenth Olympiad, for example, the
text announcing the Lydian ruler Candaules runs into the neighboring Egyptian
column. Consequently, the number denoting the sixth year of the Egyptian ruler is
written below the extraneous text in this column.9
We are currently editing each manuscript’s text, beginning from the first
Olympiad. The first Olympiad is an excellent starting point from a chronological
standpoint, for in each manuscript the scribes attempt to synchronize the regnal
years with the first Olympiad. Even a cursory glance at each manuscript’s record of
the first Olympiad reveals increased attention to detail as well as various attempts
to make the dates match, indicating its importance as a locus for organizing the
Chronicle’s record (one example of this tendency, in the St. Gallen 298, will be discussed in detail below). In addition, this point in all of our manuscripts begins the
standardized, Olympiad-based dating system.10 The manuscripts of Jerome’s work
largely follow this example, although they stop dating by Olympiads toward the
end of the text. So far, we have stopped editing once we reach A.D. 378, since the
text following this year was not included by Jerome, and thus does not stem from a
common source.
Before we even began editing, however, we needed to create bifolio images
from which we could work. Because bound manuscripts are photographed one page
at a time, each image of the manuscript consists of a single folio, either the verso or
recto side of the page. As part of the design of the Chronicle, the earlier portion of
the manuscript spans across both pages when there are multiple extant kingdoms.
In order to better understand the original document, we digitally edited the images
to place the facing verso and recto pages side by side. The resulting image was like
that of an open book, with both pages clearly visible. These bifolios have allowed us
to view the manuscript as the scribe intended when he was writing it.
From there we have begun editing the text within the manuscripts. We transcribe the text exactly as it appears in each page of the manuscripts into an XML
8 Jerome (2005).
9 Bern, Burgerbibliothek, Cod. 219, 40r.
10 For a good introduction to how Jerome worked with linchpin moments, see Burgess (2002, pp. 22-23).
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document, according to the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) Guidelines.11 The organization of our text follows the manuscripts’ tabular layout of the regnal columns,
with the appropriate text placed under the corresponding heading. As we transcribe,
we add semantic markup such as expansions of abbreviations and identification of
portions of the text that are faded, areas where the scribe has corrected himself, and
areas where there are corrections within the manuscript. We also tag the names of
important historical figures, numbers, place names, ethnic groups, and the titles of
literary works.
In addition to editing the main text of the manuscripts, we record any secondary text that the scribe wrote on the page (such as marginal notes). These notes are
especially helpful because they give us a clearer idea of the scribe’s process in creating
his edition of the Chronicle. We cite the visual evidence from the photograph of the
manuscript as well. For each section of the manuscript that we transcribe, we attach
a Uniform Resource Name (URN) that links it to an area of the image we used
when editing the text. This link allows anyone looking at the XML edition to check
swiftly and directly the transcribed text against the photograph of the original.
Since the start of this project less than three years ago, we have made substantial progress in creating our diplomatic editions. We have created bifolio spreads for
the entirety of the Geneva 49 manuscript and have edited approximately one thousand years of history, from the first Olympiad through the end of Jerome’s record. In
addition, we have edited the portion of the preface which was written by Jerome. We
have created images for a majority of the bifolios of the St. Gallen 298 manuscript,
including all of the spreads from the time of the first Olympiad through the end of
Jerome’s history. To date, we have edited about six hundred years of history in the St.
Gallen 298. We have not yet begun editing the Bern manuscript, but we have created
bifolio images for much of the text.
There are many indications of conscious editorial choices made by the scribes
throughout the manuscripts we are studying. At the top of each page of the manuscript, for example, the scribes list the extant civilizations and assign each a column
which they will use to illustrate that people’s history. Copying the names of civilizations in a systematic order is a simple enough task, but we found that in some places
the scribes of the Geneva 49 and St. Gallen 298 manuscripts organized their columns in entirely different orders. This structural difference cannot be explained as an
error the scribe made while attempting to duplicate the formatting of the columns,
especially since these conflicting orderings remain consistent throughout portions of
11 See www.tei-c.org/Guidelines.
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the manuscripts. These varied arrangements show that the scribes, whether it be the
scribes of these manuscripts or the scribes from whose prior manuscripts they were
working, decided to organize their histories in their own way.
In creating diplomatic editions we honor the choices in presentation elected by the scribes. The St. Gallen 298 manuscript indicates that Romulus ruled for
thirty-eight years before his death (Figure 1), whereas the Geneva 49 lists him as
having ruled for thirty-seven years (Figure 2).12 While the St. Gallen 298 (Figure 3)
and the Geneva 49 indicate that he died five days before the end of his thirty-eighth
full year in power, the Geneva 49 identifies one year immediately after his death as
a year without a ruler because Romulus failed to live out that last year (Figure 4).13
Again, these cannot be explained as scribal errors. These different methods of dating
Romulus’s reign reflect conscious choices in the representation of the event. In our
diplomatic editions, we do not have to choose between them, but present both options in the manuscripts to our audience.
The scribes also differ in their choices about visual design, the elements of
which we try to capture in our diplomatic editions. Our efforts to record these visual
elements would be absent in a traditional edition, which focuses solely on textual
variations. In the Geneva 49 manuscript, for instance, the scribe emphasizes major
events in history, such as the birth of Christ. He uses capital letters and includes an
elaborate, colorful painting (Figure 5). This representation contrasts sharply with the
simple announcement in the St. Gallen 298 in which this event is listed in the same
manner and written in the same hand as every other event we have edited thus far
(Figure 6).14 Although the text for this event is written in red ink, as opposed to the
more common black, many other events in St. Gallen 298 are written in red as well.
As such, the red ink used to record the birth of Christ is not atypical and certainly
does not call attention to the event in the same way as the Geneva 49 manuscript.
Similarly, when a major kingdom, such as that of the Lydians, falls, the Geneva 49
highlights its fall with the phrase “LYDORUM. REGNUM. DEFECIT.”15 The scribe
records this event in a bolder hand and circles it for emphasis (Figure 7). The St.
Gallen 298, by contrast, records the event but does not draw attention to it like the
Geneva 49 does. The column then ends without any further annotation or ornament.

12 St. Gallen 298, 45r; Bern 219, 39r; Geneva 49, 71r.
13 Geneva 49, 74r; St. Gallen 298, 47r.
14 Geneva 49, 105v; St. Gallen 298, 65r.
15 Geneva 49, 83v.
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The corresponding header simply disappears on the subsequent page (Figure 8).16 In
a purely textual edition we would not be able to fully see the different treatment of
particular events. Our digital edition allows us to contrast one scribe’s more elaborate storytelling to another’s simple listing of historical events.
When we compared the manuscripts for our diplomatic editions, we saw the
importance of the first Olympiad as a reference point for chronological synchronization, as mentioned above.17 In both the Geneva 49 and the St. Gallen 298, all
regnal years for each civilization at this point begin with the same year, with the exception of the Egyptian column. In the St. Gallen 298, in the year immediately prior
to the first Olympiad, the Egyptian ruler Bocchoris is listed as holding power for
his fourth year.18 Yet, after the first Olympiad, he is once again listed as being in the
fourth year of his kingship (Figure 9). In the Geneva 49, the column begins with the
sixth year of the reign of Bocchoris at this time instead of the fourth year.19 While
we are not certain of the cause of this discrepancy, we believe that the example of
the repetition of the fourth year of his reign in the St. Gallen 298 demonstrates that
the scribe is actively attempting to reconcile his difference in the dates for this ruler
with another potential source.
Marginal notes clarify certain aspects of the scribal process. For instance, both
the Geneva 49 and the St. Gallen 298 manuscripts use the word aliter (“otherwise”)
to denote variations in the scribes’ sources (such as alternate spellings or dates). At
the beginning of the first Olympiad, the Bern 219 simply states that 406 years have
passed since the fall of Troy (Figure 10).20 Yet earlier in the manuscript, immediately
following the fall of Troy, the text states that 405 years fall between this event and the
first Olympiad (Figure 11).21 The scribe does not provide an alternate date in either
instance. The Geneva 49 also uses the notation aliter to represent this problem of
chronology. The manuscript states at the first Olympiad that 405 years have passed
since the fall of Troy and uses the word aliter to show that other sources have indicated 406 years have passed (Figure 12).22 When looking back to the fall of Troy, the
16 St. Gallen 298, 53r.
17 Burgess (2002, pp. 20-21).
18 St. Gallen 298, 44r.
19 Geneva 49, 70r.
20 Bern 219, 38r.
21 Bern 219, 26v.
22 Geneva 49, 68v.
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text conversely demonstrates that 406 years pass between the events and includes an
aliter script to indicate 405 years as an alternate duration (Figure 13). In contrast, at
the first Olympiad, the St. Gallen 298 states that 406 years have elapsed since Troy’s
fall but uses aliter to show that a duration of 405 years is given elsewhere (Figure
14).23 At the fall of Troy, the text maintains this same notation that 406 years will pass
before the first Olympiad, with the notation aliter for 405 years (Figure 15).24
These dates and variations seem inconclusive at first. Since the alternate duration in one part of the Geneva corresponds with the primary date in another part of
the same manuscript (and vice-versa), it might seem like the aliter merely references
a variant elsewhere in the document. In the St. Gallen 298, however, the main text
in both places lists 406 years as the duration between the fall of Troy and the first
Olympiad. Logically, aliter cannot reference another portion of the main text in the
St. Gallen, because the main text gives the same durations. A variation is only introduced by marginal notes. We therefore conclude that aliter must refer to a source
external to the St. Gallen 298 manuscript. Aliter is a critical term with a standard
meaning; it is used throughout both the Geneva and St. Gallen texts to note alternate spellings, dates, et cetera. Therefore, the scribes almost certainly use aliter in
the same way in both the Geneva 49 and the St. Gallen 298. Citations of external
material indicate that the scribes worked with their sources to address problems of
chronology. They made their own decisions about dating the fall of Troy and the first
Olympiad, while also listing the alternative which they did not include as part of
the main line text. In relegating one variant to the fifteenth-century equivalent of a
footnote, the scribe made a quintessentially editorial, historiographical decision—a
decision that a copyist would not, and perhaps could not, have made.
We have found one instance in which the scribe directly refers to the source
from which he was working. On the folio in which the scribe of the Geneva 49
announces the reign of Alexander the Great, there is a (very unusual) shift in the
location of the column representing the Macedonian kingdom in the middle of
the page. The scribe draws attention to this irregularity by writing: superfluu(m).
si ita erat i(n) exe(m)plari, or, “superfluous, if it is so in my copy” (Figure 16).25 This
note indicates that the scribe did in fact have a manuscript directly in front of him
upon which he based his edition. It also suggests that he sought to remain true to
this same formatting in his copy, at least in this example, even in an area where the
23 St. Gallen 298, 43v.
24 St. Gallen 298, 30v.
25 Geneva 49, 92v.
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formatting was not integrated fluidly into his own version. We are still unaware,
however, of his reasoning for not reformatting his own copy in this part of the text.
Throughout the Geneva 49, St. Gallen 298, and Bern 219 editions of the Chronicle, we can identify sections of the manuscripts in which the scribes had access to different sources from one another. There are parts where the information is identical,
as well as areas which represent the information differently or even offer variations
to the facts. Such evidence confirms the need for us to continue to develop our diplomatic editions of these manuscripts. Diplomatic editions of our manuscripts have
assisted us in piecing together the work so as not to privilege a single perspective or
to provide only one scribe’s interpretation, but to relate different manners of expression. Not only do our editions help us see a more comprehensive view of the history
of the world, but they provide us with a more comprehensive view of the history of
the preservation of the work. Our progress thus far in creating these digital editions
has already assisted us in tracing the scribal tradition of these texts and offers many
more opportunities for us to create a resource for other scholars that will preserve
the manuscripts for years to come.
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“Life is foolhardy and full of evils,”1 writes the elder Pliny early in Book XIX of his
Natural History, and at the center of this constellation of wickedness lies perhaps
the greatest threat of all: the flax plant (linum). For Pliny, the plant’s unassuming
appearance belies a treacherous nature. “Sown without Nature’s consent,”2 with it
humankind “lays out no lesser a snare for the whole animal kingdom than we do
for our own selves.”3 Pliny ultimately delivers an impassioned tirade of more than
a thousand words against flax and the linen sails (vela) which constitute its most
reprehensible byproduct.
While it is easy to pass over this passage as merely another unintentionally
amusing Plinian digression (albeit an ironic one—Pliny was lying on a linteum, a
linen cloth, likely a sail, when he died in the eruption of Vesuvius), such a reading ignores key features of the text.4 Not only does the linum passage constitute the opening of Book XIX; it is quite literally the centerpiece of the entire Natural History.

1 Audax vita, scelerum plena (NH 19.4). All translations are my own.
2 ut sentiamus nolente seri natura (NH 19.6).
3 …neque enim minores cunctis animalibus insidias quam nobismet ipsis lino tendimus (NH 19.11).
4 Ibi super abiectum linteum recubans semel… (Pliny the Younger, Ep. 6.16.18).
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The Natural History comprises thirty-seven books — thirty-six discounting the
table of contents—thus placing the juncture between Books XVIII and XIX at the
exact midpoint of the work.5 Pliny locates his description of flax at this pivotal point,
which in itself demands attention. But even more intriguingly, a closer examination
of the diatribe also reveals that its apparent ramblings mask a hidden structure that
ties into Pliny’s broader themes of celebrating imperial might and bemoaning imperial morals. Pliny’s flax is characterized by contradiction, just as these two aims of
his history are themselves in tacit conflict. Consequently, Pliny’s description of flax
can be read as a covert critique of empire and imperial authority itself.
Pliny himself initially provides a much more mundane explanation for his
placement of the flax tirade at the opening of Book XIX. Book XVIII ends with
a discussion of weather forecasting, a topic which apparently most other ancient
authors used as a springboard into a discussion of “the care of gardens”6 (by which
Pliny seems to mean the kitchen gardens and window boxes he takes up much later
in Book XIX).7 Such a transition seems logical given weather’s vital impact on the
growing season. Pliny, however, snidely pronounces himself astonished “that others
seeking esteem for their intelligence and renown for their wisdom” would adopt this
strategy while passing over plants with more auctoritas and utility, most particularly
flax.8 Flax, it seems, is an eminently more suitable topic to follow weather omens,
since the growing plant is not only impacted by weather, but so is its chief byproduct,
the linen sail (velum). And it seems to be for this reason that Pliny personifies the
flax plant as the sail during his initial, derogatory description of the plant, before
turning to how it is otherwise used and grown.
However, beyond such obvious transitional utility, Pliny’s strategic use of chapter openings throughout the Natural History is an important facet of his broader
structural goals. In his discussion of Pliny’s taxonomy and structure, Trevor Murphy
has argued that the Natural History is organized based upon contrasting categories.9 He highlights Book VIII as an example of how this broader structure is implemented at the beginnings of chapters and then complicated, much like in Book
5 My thanks to Professor Andrew Johnston for pointing this out.
6 Proximam multi hortorum curam fecere (NH 19.1).
7 NH 19.49-59.
8 nobis non protinus transire ad ista tempestivum videtur, miramurque aliquos scientiae gratiam eruditionisve
gloriam ex his petentes tam multa praeterisse nulla mentione habita tot rerum sponte curave provenientium, praesertim cum plerisque earum pretio usuque vitae maior etiam quam frugibus perhibeatur auctoritas (NH 19.2).
9 Murphy (2007, pp. 29-48).
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XIX. Pliny opens Book VIII with a description of elephants, categorizing them as
the largest and most “Roman” of animals.10 This choice of chapter opening serves two
purposes: it gives Pliny a general scheme for the individual book (largest to smallest,
most “Roman” to most “other”) and highlights and celebrates Roman greatness as
central, with everything else diverging. Yet while Pliny’s structural goals may be
discernable on the macro level, on the micro level they are less tangible. As Andrew
Wallace-Hadrill has succinctly put it, “Pliny will not content himself with being informative. He insists on rhetoric.”11 Pliny complicates his structure within individual
books and topics with his habitual digressions, diatribes, and anecdotes (in spite of
his prefatory promise to forgo excessus),12 which ensure that the structure within a
given book is anything but linear or clearly defined.13 Thus it is that Pliny has books
where he moves in short span from the cause of echoes to instances when it “has
rained with milk, blood, flesh, iron, wool, and fire-hardened bricks.”14
The same digressive structure seems to dominate the internal organization of
the flax passage, which Pliny lays out in the index as containing discussion of “[1]
the natural properties and marvelous qualities of flax; [2] twenty-seven of its superior varieties; [3] the manner in which it is sown and processed; and [4] when linen
sails were first used in theaters.”15 While his treatment of theater awnings is clearly
a digression, otherwise Pliny’s structure here seems to fulfill his broader intellectual
goal of clear categorization. Yet once one plunges into the passage itself, it becomes
evident that Pliny’s primary focus is on rhetorical disparagement, an aim that obfuscates his declared arrangement of topics. The section on the “Natural properties and marvelous qualities of flax,” becomes instead a meditation on the speed of
linen-sail-assisted sea travel and the folly of man “for provoking death in all these
ways,” which Pliny ends by proclaiming that “no execration against the inventor of
navigation is sufficient,” turning flax into an allegory for human audacia: “Look at
what is sown with human hands, what is reaped with the same human ingenuity:
10 Ibid. 30.
11 Wallace-Hadrill (1990, p. 81).
12 Neque [libri mei] admittunt excessus aut orationes sermonesve aut casus mirabiles vel eventus varios…
(NH Pref. 12).
13 Murphy (2007, p. 30).
14 (xliv-viii) Qua ratione echo reddatur…(lvii) Lacte pluisse, sanguine, carne, ferro, lana, lateribus coctis
(NH 1.2).
15 continentur (i–vi) Lini natura et miracula; genera eius excellentia XXVII; quomodo seratur et perficiatur;
quando primum in theatris vela (NH 1.19).
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that which seeks out the winds upon the sea, so that we may know that Fate hates
us.”16 Such inflammatory statements do not seem to fall within the scope of a general
description of the natural properties and qualities of flax.
As the tirade progresses, the distinction between the various sections of the
passage becomes confused. Pliny initially seems to be heading from section 1 (“the
natural properties and marvelous qualities of flax”) to section 3 (“the manner in
which it is sown and processed”), which he also handles in a moralizing manner:
So that we may know that flax is sown without Nature’s consent, it burns the
field and impoverishes the soil. It is mostly sown in sandy soil and in a single furrow.
Nor does any plant grow more quickly: it is sown in the spring and harvested in
summer, and on account of this also it causes injury to the soil.17
Yet then he backtracks to section 2 (“flax’s superior varieties”), describing the
many places where flax is grown and the uses of particular types, although he does
so by questioning the perversity of places removed from the sea growing flax and
making linen.18 Sections 2 and 3 remain mixed, with Pliny moving back and forth
between varieties of flax and the processes it undergoes. The material which may
be called section 3 (“the manner in which flax is sown and processed”) is similarly
derisive, concluding with the declaration that flax is “always made better through
injury,”19 echoing Pliny’s earlier assertion that flax “is not woven into fabric through
its own strength, but is instead broken and beaten and forced by means of injury
into the softness of wool, to arrive at the greatest level of foolhardiness (audaciae).”20
After beating this point over the head (much like the processing of flax), Pliny then
commits himself to excessus of excess, touching upon “living linen,” which fire cannot consume (modern asbestos);21 the dyed linen sails of Alexander the Great and
Cleopatra; and finally the use of linen sails as awnings,22 all of which he characterizes
negatively as examples of dangerous luxury. In the end, the flax passage reads more
16 ac tot modis provocari mortem…ac summa audacia pervehi mare! Nulla exsecratio sufficit contra inventorem…
ecce seritur hominis ut sciamus favisse Poenas (NH 19.5-6).
17 ut sentiamus nolente seri natura, urit agrum deterioremque etiam terram facit. Seritur sabulosis maxime unoque
sulco. Nec magis festinat aliud: vere satum aestate evellitur, et hanc quoque terrae iniuriam facit (NH 19.6-7).
18 NH 19.7-15.
19 semper iniuria melius (NH 19.18).
20 neque id viribus suis nexum, sed fractum tunsumque et in mollitiem lanae coactum iniuria ac/ad summa
audaciae pervenire (NH 19.5-6).
21 NH 19.19-20.
22 NH 19.22-25.
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like a philippic (and a poorly-structured one at that) than a carefully constructed
critique. It fails to closely follow the outline Pliny himself provides in the index. As
a result, Pliny’s rant against linum can seem a perfect example of the shoddy writing
and scientific credulity of which Pliny has so often been accused.23
However, while such conclusions certainly grant the modern reader a pleasing
sense of intellectual superiority, they fail to explain why Pliny hates flax so much. The
most straightforward possibility may be that the plant refuses to align itself neatly
with the categories Pliny uses to organize his encyclopedic inquiry. Pliny himself
suggests as much when he first introduces the topic:

“In order that I may begin by means [of plants] widely-acknowledged for
their usefulness and those that indeed fill not only all lands but even the
sea, the flax plant is sown but is not able to be named among the grains

(fruges) or garden plants (hortensia), but in what part of life is it not met,
or what could be more miraculous [than this plant]…?”24

Flax is an uncategorizeable plant of contradiction. It is a land plant that colonizes
the sea (by means of linen sails), it is neither fruges nor hortensia, and it is commonplace yet also a miraculum. A traditional Italian plant, it is also intensely foreign,
from exotic and potentially corrupting places like Ethiopia, India, Arabia,25 and even
the home of the Morini, “considered the most remote of peoples.”26 It is used as
simple medicine, food, and sacrifice by Italian farmers,27 the very sort of traditionalism Pliny approves of elsewhere, yet can be simultaneously the height of luxurious
excess, used in mulierum deliciis (the luxuries of women), and sold at rates of four
gold denarii for each twenty-fourth of an ounce,28 or at prices equal to those of the
finest pearls.29
23 For examples of these critiques (and a refutation of them), see Wallace-Hadrill (1990, pp. 80-81).
24 atque, ut a confessis ordiamur utilitatibus quaeque non solum terras omnes verum etiam maria replevere, seritur
ac dici neque inter fruges neque inter hortensia potest linum; sed in qua non occurret vitae parte, quodve miraculum
maius (NH 19.2-3).
25 NH 19.15.
26 ultumique hominum existimati Morini (NH 19.8).
27 Inter medicamina huic vis et in quodam rustico ac praedulci Italiae transpadanae cibo, sed iam pridem sacrorum
tantum, gratia (NH 19.16-17).
28 mulierum maxime deliciis circa Elim in Achaia genito; quaternis denaris scripula eius permutata quondam ut
auri reperio (NH 19.20-1).
29 aequat pretia excellentium margaritarum (NH 19.20).
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Yet, in this last respect, flax fits all too well into Pliny’s broader categories and aims,
and this provides another explanation for his intense dislike. Throughout the Natural History Pliny laments the decline of Roman traditional morality and asserts
that this decline is caused by an appetite for and over-reliance on luxury. As Wallace-Hadrill has convincingly argued, this commentary on luxury and moral decline
underlies the whole work, wherein “Nature supplies, unasked and ungrudgingly, everything man needs, but that man, blinded by luxuria, abuses nature and turns it into
the tool of his own destruction.”30 Flax fits easily into this reading of the Natural
History—it stands in for man’s audacia and, like man, harms nature.31 So too does
it line up with another of Wallace-Hadrill’s arguments: that in Pliny what is moral
and natural is that which is simple, cheap, and easy to obtain.32 Italian flax, when
used locally for simple, affordable goods like medicine, mattresses, and lamp wicks,33
carries no moral stigma, but the further it gets from Italy the more luxurious and
dangerous it becomes, most of all when it (as vela) is also the means of transporting
other foreign luxuries to the Italian market.
To Pliny, such flax is indeed an unnatural part of nature. It harms the very
earth that nourishes it and grows against Nature’s wishes. It can cause the very elements to behave contrary to their natures, as epitomized by Pliny’s conception of
asbestos “linen,” which becomes “more splendidly clean through the action of fire
than [it] would be able to with water.”34 Flax even upsets gender norms: its greatness
and preeminence comes not from masculine strength (vis) but from affront and
injury (iniuria) and effeminate softness (mollitia).35 While weaving is traditionally
the province of women, “it is seemly that flax be woven even by men,”36 and when
women do weave flax, they often do so in strange ways—for instance, underground.37
30 Wallace-Hadrill (1990, pp. 86).
31 See footnote 17 above.
32 Ibid. 88.
33 NH 19.13-17.
34 ardentesque in focis conviviorum ex eo vidimus mappas sordibus exustis splendescentes igni magis quam possent
aquis (NH 19.19).
35 neque id viribus suis nexum, sed fractum tunsumque et in mollitiem lanae coactum iniuria ac/ad summa audaciae pervenire (NH 19.5-6).
36 linumque nere et viris decorum est (NH 19.18).
37 in Germania autem defossae atque sub terra id opus agunt (NH 19.9).
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Pliny is not alone in his discomfort with flax, particularly in relation to how it is processed by being broken, beaten, drowned, hung upside down, roughly combed with
iron, drowned again, and then beaten some more.38 In an unfinished paper memorably titled, “The Passions of the Flax,” Robert Eisler has posited that the suffering
and death of flax inspired the Greek mourning cry αἴλινον and the mythic figure
Linus, who died by beating and dismemberment (much like the processing of flax)
and whose mother’s name meant “sandy,”39 an apparent link to Pliny’s assertion that
flax grows in sandy soil.40 Eisler traces the suffering of flax in fable from the Egyptian
worship of Osiris, the god who was torn apart and then reborn underground just as
flax is reborn when its seeds are sown; to Germanic and Slavonic folktales and songs
where the torments of flax are used to ward off evil spirits; to the somewhat disturbing 1849 Hans Christian Andersen fable “The Flax,” where the ever optimistic plant
undergoes repeated torment as it is uprooted, drowned, roasted, broken, combed,
woven into linen, cut up, pulped into paper, and finally used as kindling.41 Eisler
finally (through some argumentative contortions) links flax folktales to the passions
of Christ.42 In another paper published just a few years later, Robert Graves seems
to have independently reached many of the same conclusions, linking Linus to flax
cultivation (he cites Pliny the Elder as an explanation for the name of Linus’ mother,
but otherwise makes no reference to him).43 He also suggests that this preoccupation
with the violence done to flax is part of a broader tradition, referencing a number of
shocking flax harvest rituals that apparently took place in the Austrian Alps where
men who interrupted the flax harvest were beaten, threatened with castration, and
generally forced to undergo the same torments as the plant. He uses this evidence
to advance a disturbing and exceedingly unlikely reconstruction of Greek ritual,
concluding that “it seems likely, then, that at the flax-harvest in Argolis women used
to catch, sexually assault, and dismember a man who represented the flax spirit.”44
While it is dangerous to speculate too far down these sorts of Jungian rabbit holes, it
seems fair to assume that there was a general cultural anxiety in the Mediterranean
38 See NH 19.16-18.
39 Eisler (1950, pp. 114-133).
40 NH 19.7. Eisler, however, does not cite Pliny when he makes this observation.
41 Andersen.
42

Eisler (1950).

43

Graves (1954, pp. 167-181).

44

Ibid. 172-173.
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region about the iniuria undergone by flax, and it is not unlikely that Pliny draws
upon this discomfort in his own description of the plant.
But I believe Pliny also has a more subversive, specifically Roman, motivation
for flax-hatred: critique of empire. Such a reading may initially seem at odds with
explicitly stated aims of the Natural History. It is a book dedicated to Titus, Pliny’s
iucundissime imperator,45 a work written “for the glory of the race that conquers other
peoples and for the glory of the Roman name.”46 The inquiry has a clear imperial
agenda: to catalogue the contents of empire and, as Murphy suggests, “to assimilate
the unfamiliar to the operating system of Roman culture.”47 Elizabeth Pollard has
even suggested that the botanical classification Pliny undertakes in Book XIX and
elsewhere could mirror and celebrate the imperial gardens associated with Vespasian’s Templum Pacis, which may have contained specimens of unusual plants from
throughout the empire.48 “Who,” Pliny asks in the History, “would not think that life
has profited with the whole world in communication under the majesty of Roman
rule, with the trade of goods and the fellowship of joyous peace…?”
Who indeed? Pliny himself, it would seem. He immediately goes on to bemoan
how greed has corrupted individual’s morals, leaving them unable to take advantage
of the glorious opportunities offered by their own empire, to the point where “the
breadth of the world and the extent of things have inflicted a kind of penalty on
subsequent generations.”49 Pliny’s apparent endorsement of imperial aggrandizement is in conflict with his other theme of moral decline through lust for foreign
luxuries, the very sorts of luxuries which are the wages of empire.50 Both these topics
(and their inherent contradiction) had long been tropes of Roman writing, but articulating their contradiction was uniquely risky under the Empire. It is difficult to
critique the consequences of empire without critiquing the emperor. Thus Pliny is
careful to cast Roman greed and lack of interest in knowledge as existing in spite of

45

NH Pref.1.

46 profecto enim populi gentium victoris et Romani nominis gloriae, non suae, conposuisse illa decuit (NH Pref.
16). Pliny here is praising Livy, but in describing what he thinks ought to motivate a work, he surely suggests
his own aims.
47 Murphy (2007, p. 15).
48 Pollard (2009, pp. 309-338).
49 quis enim non communicato orbe terrarum maiestate Romani imperii profecisse vitam putet commercio rerum
ac societate festae pacis…posteris laxitas mundi et rerum amplitudo damno fuit. (NH 14.2-5).
50 See Murphy for further discussion (2007, pp. 69-70).
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“an emperor who rejoices in the production of written works and arts.”51
Yet Pliny uses flax and linen sails to destabilize this distinction. In the opening
of Book XIX, Pliny spends a lengthy (and somewhat tedious) amount of time marveling how linen sails can transport imperial officers to and from their duties in various parts of the empire at impressive speeds.52 In so doing, Pliny demonstrates that
these vela, which allow for the importation of corrupting luxuries and lure men into
unmarked graves,53 are in fact vital to the successful administration and continued
conquest of the Roman empire. Vela are Roman. Yet immediately thereafter Pliny
launches into his diatribe against linum and vela. As the passage progresses, Pliny
describes increasingly luxurious and foreign varieties of flax, culminating in the
most expensive types, including asbestos, which is used in “the funeral garments of
kings.”54 Kingship is supposed to be very un-Roman, and Pliny even explicitly links
“insanely” luxurious dyed flax to eastern autocrats who are even more un-Roman:
“It has also been attempted to dye linen, so that it may submit to our

collective insanity in so attiring ourselves. This first happened in the fleets
of Alexander the Great when he navigated the Indus river…Cleopatra
came with Mark Anthony to Actium and fled that same place with a
purple sail. Later on this sail was the mark of the emperor’s ship.”55

Something disturbing has happened here—Cleopatra and the Roman princeps are
using the same linens. Within his convoluted inquiry into flax and linen, Pliny has
managed to inextricably link both the Roman empire and Rome’s morally corrupt,
conquered enemies, suggesting that there might not be so much difference between
pharaoh and princeps after all. Both are distinguished by the same excessive and
un-Roman luxuries.

51 tam gaudente proventu literarum artiumque principe (NH 2.117-118).
52 NH 19.3-4.
53 “no execration against the inventor [of navigation] is sufficient…it was not enough for him that man
should die on land unless he also perished without burial rites.” nulla exsecratio sufficit contra inventorem
dictum suo loco a nobis, cui satis non fuit hominem in terra mori nisi periret et insepultus (NH 19.6).
54 regum inde funebres tunicae corporis favillam ab reliquo separant cinere (NH 19.19).
55 Temptatum est tingui linum quoque, ut vestium insaniam acciperet; in Alexandri Magni primum classibus
Indo amne navigantis… velo purpureo ad Actium cum M. Antonio Cleopatra venit eodemque fugit. hoc fuit
imperatoriae navis insigne postea (NH 19.22).
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Pliny’s plant-based critique of empire becomes even more evident in his apparent digression immediately thereafter into the use of linen sails as theater awnings.
Connecting these sails to the sails discussed at the beginning of the diatribe reveals
the hidden narrative structure underlying the whole flax passage. The passage is not
merely a rambling rant against flax and linen, but a well-plotted invasion of sails.
Originating out at sea, a province which was never truly Roman (since the Romans
only mastered it to face the Carthaginians), they progressively invade the Roman
state both spatially and culturally in the closing section of the flax passage, which is
much more than the advertised description of theater awnings:
“Tightly stretched linen sails were used in the theaters to make shade…
Soon Caesar as dictator wove sails over the whole Roman Forum and

over the Via Sacra from his own house and without interruption over the

hill going up to the Capitoline… Then, even without the excuse of games,
Marcellus, born to Octavia, sister of Augustus, shadowed the Forum

with sails so that litigants might pause there more healthily—how much
changed from the morality of Cato the censor, who believed that the

Forum should even be paved with pointy rocks (muricibus)! Even more

recently sails colored like the sky, bespangled with stars, were rigged along
lines in the amphitheaters of the emperor Nero. Sails are made red in the
courtyards of houses and there they defend moss from the sun.”56

First linen sails, which Pliny earlier established as a source of wicked audacia, cover
the theaters, already marginal, Hellenized spaces which were viewed as potentially
corrupting, but then they cover the Forum and the Via Sacra, the heart of Roman
public and civic life, and the Capitoline, the “head” of the Roman state and world,
an assault “woven” by Julius Caesar even as he plots the demise of the Republic and
subjugates its people through civil war. Sails then become a regular part of public life
under the patronage of the Imperial family (especially its most corrupt and extravagant member, Nero), until finally they invade the final, most fundamental frontier
of Roman identity and morality, the domus. Pliny emphasizes the reversal and weak56 in teatris [vela] tenta umbram fecere…mox Caesar dictator totum forum Romanum intexit viamque sacram
ab domo sua et clivum usque in Capitolium,,. deinde et sine ludis Marcellus Octavia Augusti sorore genitus …velis
forum inumbravit, ut salubrius litigantes consisterent, quantum mutati a moribus Catonis censorii qui sternendum
quoque forum muricibus censuerat! vela nuper et colore caeli, stellata, per rudentes iere etiam in amphitheatris principis Neronis. rubent in cavis aedium et muscum ab sole defendunt (NH 19.23-24).
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ening of Roman morality that this assault symbolizes by contrasting it with the old
Republican views of Cato, an author he reveres. Instead of an austere Forum paved
with stones as uncomfortable as the shells of murices (spiny shellfish from which
expensive purple dye was made), the Forum and the state are luxuriously cushioned
with sails that may instead even be dyed with murices. Indeed, such a purple sail is
used by the emperor himself.
Ultimately, Pliny leads the reader to question whether Romans and the Roman
state are, like flax, made more powerful by suffering indignity and injury. Are the
internecine struggles and the theft of freedoms that can come with imperial rule
worth the expansive glory that attends them? Murphy has demonstrated that Pliny,
like many other Roman authors, saw the Romans as conquered culturally by those
they had themselves conquered,57 but I argue that Pliny may covertly be taking this
trope a step further. Pliny writes that, “after the senator began to be chosen on the
basis of his wealth…and nothing began to adorn the magistrate and the general
more than wealth…all the arts called liberal from that greatest good [freedom],
declined into the opposite, and it became possible to succeed through servitude
alone.”58 These positions all had meaning beyond wealth before the emperors took
away their real power. So while Pliny cannot explicitly say it, his critique of Roman
avarice is closely tied to problems stemming from luxurious imperial rule, and he
himself is creating art that is a work of servitude, dedicated to the imperial family.
By comparing flax to the audacia of the Roman people, to the expansive power and
decline of morality under empire, and finally to imperial luxury itself, Pliny seems to
suggest that the Roman people have been conquered by their own emperors.

57 Murphy (2007, p. 68).
58 postquam senator censu legi coeptus, iudex fieri censu, magistratum ducemque nihil exornare quam census,
postquam coepere orbitas in auctoritate summa et potentia esse, captatio in quaestu fertilissimo, ac sola gaudia in possidendo, pessum iere vitae pretia, omnesque a maximo bono liberales dictae artes in contrarium cecidere, ac servitute
sola profici coeptum (NH 14.5).
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B O O K

R E V I E W S

David Schur,
Plato’s Wayward Path: Literary Form and the Republic.
Washington, DC: Center for Hellenic Studies, 2015. Pp. 144. Paper
(ISBN 978-0-674-41721-2) $22.50.

Readers committed to the approach to Platonic literature typically found in the
scholarship of the twentieth century will be challenged by this small book. It “enquires into Plato’s methods of writing, and it addresses modern methods of reading
Plato” (ix). The author, David Schur, summarizes the content of the book as follows:
“The first half of the book is devoted to reconsidering the modern problem of literary form in Plato and to developing a coherent and, for the most part, broadly
applicable response. The second half focuses on Plato’s Republic, offering analyses
of structure and wording” (x). For those who read the Republic as a compendium of
Platonic views, the second part of this short work will seem puzzling indeed.
To begin, Schur lays out what he calls “the problem of literary form” (3) in
Plato’s works using Friedrich Schleiermacher’s understanding of the relationship
between form and content in Plato’s dialogues as a benchmark. Schleiermacher
maintained that all literary form in Plato’s dialogues, when rightly understood, supports the philosophical content and leads the reader to Plato’s conclusions. A large
contingent among contemporary scholars follows this tradition, seeking a holistic
approach which pays attention to literary aspects of Plato’s writing. For Schur, however, a basic problem remains: readers assume that Plato has left a plain statement of
his philosophy hidden in the dialogue form, and so, “Uncooperative features of the
text are thus destined to be ironed out (justified, straightened) after the fact” (13). If
this is so, it is a real problem.
Accordingly, for Schur, so long as readers continue to look for a univocal expository statement of Platonic philosophy in the dialogues, they will be tripped up
by “the tortuous language” in Plato’s “profoundly experimental writings” (25), and so
they will be forced to “tamper with the evidence” (33). Instead, readers are urged to
take up the new rhetoric of criticism, identifying non-didactic “patterns and structures of language” and connecting them with “significant functions and effects” in
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literary passages (36). This approach leaves readers focused on the way the text itself
works and not on what the text is meant to be telling them. Here, as Schur himself
acknowledges (37), he will lose a goodly number of traditional classicists and philosophers, who understand Plato to be leading readers to particular philosophical
conclusions, albeit in curious ways.
In chapter three, Schur describes in general how a modern literary interpretation would see the Republic. Readers not inured to modern literary criticism will
probably not be convinced that one improves on a traditional approach by following two practices described as: 1) the recognition of verbal patterns “essentially by
allocating attention and interest” (patterns which are “construed in different ways
by different readers”), and 2) the allowance of “ample consideration to multiple, concurrent meanings when deciding what is important” (44). For Schur, however, a
close examination such patterns in Plato’s writing reveals an overwhelming presence (“unusually saturated” [51], “endemic” [55]) of modality, by which he means the
qualification of a statement or a series of statements “as more or less remote from
certainty” or as merely “possible or probable” (49).
Proposing that modality “offers a useful way to understand a major function
of literary form” (49) in Plato’s writing, he arrives at a Republic in which important
things are discussed by characters who can reach no philosophical conclusions, and
in which Plato commits to nothing. Whether this modalizing comes from Plato’s use of “statements explicitly qualified by various lexical elements,” conversations
filled with “questions, commands and exhortations,” or arguments thick with “hypothetical conjectures, proposals, conditions, and forecasts” (51), Schur maintains that it
limits any statement of certainty or reality which might be taken as a Platonic claim,
serves to create a measure of uncertainty among the characters, and leaves readers
at a distance from any sought philosophical goals. Thus, far from the literary form
of the dialogue purposefully supporting Platonic conclusions (à la Schleiermacher),
any movement toward a Platonic position in the conversation between Socrates
and his interlocutors is purposefully thwarted by a ubiquitous sentential modality.
Moreover, Schur reckons that large scale structural features in the Republic amplify
the modal quality of the conversation as it stymies the heuristic search for justice
and produces an atmosphere of uncertainty.
The second part of this book contains detailed interpretative analyses of the
language and structure of several passages in the Republic using the rhetorical critical approach described in the opening chapters. The major premise of these analyses
is that the Republic is not so much a philosophical study as a study of a philosophical
study, which “offers an interesting and sustained reflection on method” (60). Thus
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the Republic as a whole, according to Schur, is not meant to move readers to a fixed
and certain philosophical goal, but to present the philosophical enterprise as “an
ongoing, unending exploration of possibilities” (60).
Schur sets down the topos of “the path” (61) as a first step in the study of
modality in the Republic. Taking up the opening scene of the dialogue along with
the opening and closing paragraphs of the Myth of Er, he argues that the journeys
(i.e., the paths) of Socrates and Er speak to the Republic’s concern with method.
Of course, not every detail seems equally convincing. For example, to suggest that
Socrates’ stroll to Piraeus to witness the parade of citizens at the festival of Bendis
(“a physical journey whose purpose was to watch...how some very small physical
journeys proceed,” 67) somehow “anticipates” the self-reflective, open-ended journey
of the characters of the Republic seems a stretch.
In chapter five, Schur identifies passages in which the characters discuss difficulties with the process of defining justice by means of the creation of the best city
(82). In each case they discuss the proper methodology to be used in the dialogue,
and thus process becomes the content of the discussion. Reliance on un-asserted or
unclaimed propositions as the basis for taking up a new argument, or for resetting an
old one, depicts the characters’ involvement in “methodological evasion” (87) which,
according to Schur, perpetuates the search for philosophical goals and turns the
project into an endless pursuit with no hope of an eventual certainty.
Lastly, Schur focuses on “the Cave”, which he describes as a “hypothetical scenario” (99) rather than an allegory, and which follows in sequence after Socrates’
refusal to give a clear definition of the Good and his opting instead to deliver the
figures of the Sun and Divided Line. As a result, the likeness of the Cave is not
understood by Schur as some sort of ultimate fictional narrative which is meant to
draw us nearer to the Good, but as a theoretical likeness of what would be our human experience under certain conditions, told in a digressive sequence ending with
the likely destruction of the philosopher.
This brief book will undoubtedly drive readers back to the Republic to reconsider issues and interpretations, and its bibliography gives useful direction for secondary readings.
NECJ 43.2				
				

James Stuart Murray
University of New Brunswick, Fredericton
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Fred K. Drogula,
Commanders and Command in the Roman Republic and Early Empire.
Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2015. Pp. 432. Cloth
(ISBN 978-1-4696-2126-5) $59.95.

Students of Roman history are well aware that “commanders and command” had
a significant bearing on much of the politics of the res publica, through such key
concepts as imperium, auspicium, potestas, and provincia as well as the duties of imperium-wielding magistrates—consuls, praetors, and dictators. This book, therefore,
cuts to the heart of how Romans conceived of their res publica working and how they
ultimately administered the empire they acquired.
Drogula commences his discussion of military command (chapter 1) by pointing out that tradition held that civilian and military duties were combined in one
senior magistracy—the consulship—from the time that the Republic was founded
(in 509 BCE). However, Romans knew that praetors were the first commanders (a
praetor maximus is attested in the sources, for instance, and the general’s tent was
always called the praetorium). Drogula posits here and develops later (chapter 4) the
argument that the consulship was not established until 367 BCE, at which time the
praetorship became the subordinate magistracy. In the early Republic, he adds, wars
seem to have been fought by warlords with private armies, not by armies funded by
the state, which indicates rather a separation of civilian and military duties.
The ramifications of this separation of civilian and military duties become clearer in Drogula’s discussion of the spheres of magisterial power and authority, domi et
militiae (chapter 2), in which he is careful to distinguish the difference between the
power that civilian authorities exercised within the pomerium (potestas), conferred
by election in the centuriate assembly, from the power that military commanders
exercised outside it (imperium), conferred by a Lex Curiata. Drogula also is at pains
to show that magistrates could not exercise their imperium within the pomerium, as
many ancient sources and modern scholars (beginning with Mommsen) have long
contended (85–87). The magistrate assumed his imperium only after taking the auspices and exiting the city.
One exception to this rule prohibiting the exercise of imperium within the
pomerium was the triumph, when a commander clearly had to possess imperium
within the pomerium so that he could lead his troops in the ceremony and wear the
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military insignia of the triumphing general. However, this exception to the rule was
carefully regulated, and the privilege of a triumph was conferred only after a decree
of the senate and law passed by the popular assemblies (111–13).
A second exception was the dictatorship. The distinguishing characteristic of a
dictator was not was greater or supreme power (imperium maius or summum) vis-àvis other senior magistrates, Drogula argues, but rather his ability to exercise his imperium within the pomerium, which also explains why dictators were often appointed
to quell domestic unrest (118–21). Many early dictators were men of great distinction,
and they largely ruled alone (with the assistance of their Master of Horse), which
may have been why later authors assumed that dictators in general had greater power than consuls.
Drogula’s discussion of the dictatorship touches on a recurring theme of this
book, namely, that there was no such thing as imperium maius before the end of the
Republic; rather all magistrates with imperium had equal imperium, but what distinguished the consulship, say, from the praetorship, was prestige—such as, the number
of lictors and the fasces as well as the opportunity to win military renown (greater for
the consul than the praetor). This hierarchy of the Roman military command structure evolved over time and was greatly enhanced by the development of the idea of
provinciae as geographical areas (chapter 3). As is well known, the term provincia
originally denoted a task to be completed, but as the empire expanded additional
commanders were needed to administer it. The principle of prorogation, which was
the extension of a provincia, not imperium (as Drogula argues), also contributed to
the creation of permanent provinciae (chapter 4). Praetors, moreover, were usually
assigned to provinciae which had become geographical regions with defensive garrisons (e.g., Sicily) and thus enjoyed fewer opportunities for military glory. Consuls,
on the other hand, were still assigned provinciae as military tasks to be completed
(chapter 5).
The analysis to this point in the book lays the groundwork for the chapter on
the late Republic (chapter 6), which shows how the concepts of imperium and provincia came to be manipulated to the advantage of a few commanders. A few key
developments in the late Republic were crucial: first, Gaius Gracchus passed legislation requiring that provinces be determined before consular elections were even
held, resulting in permanent provinces with active wars being assigned to consuls
and thereby hardening the hierarchy of command between consuls and praetors
(298–301). Second, Marius had a political ally bring the matter of the provincial
assignment of Africa during the Jugurthine War to the tribal assembly, which transferred this command to him. This legislative innovation set the stage for the supreme
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commands of Pompey first against the pirates (Lex Gabinia of 67 BCE) and later
against Mithridates (Lex Manilia of 66 BCE), and of Caesar in Gaul (Lex Vatinia
of 59 BCE). Drogula insists that Pompey’s apparent superiority over other commanders as a result of the Lex Gabinia was due not to the conferral of imperium maius but rather of the manipulation of the notion of provincia, whereby he was allowed
to enter and take action in the provinciae of other commanders (322).
Augustus, as is well known, based much of his power and authority as Princeps on his division and administration of the provinces, controlling those with
active wars ongoing and legions present (imperial provinces) through legates (using
Pompey’s command in Spain as an authoritative Republican precedent), and delegating to the senate the public provinces that contained defensive garrisons (chapter
7). As Drogula declares, the senatorial aristocracy should have been appalled at an
arrangement that so severely curtailed its members’ pursuit of military renown. But
we should recall that the legati Augusti who commanded legions in the imperial
provinces were also members of the same senatorial aristocracy, and, although the
triumph was now closed off to them, they could still receive triumphal decorations
(ornamenta triumphalia) as rewards for their military success. Drogula also points
out that Augustus’ legates were of praetorian status (pro praetore) while the governors of the public provinces ruled as proconsuls, thus enjoying a higher magisterial rank. Indeed, two public provinces, Asia and Africa, though peaceful, became
crowning achievements of a senator’s career.
One last note on imperium maius: Drogula argues that this concept was first
broached, but never conferred, in 57 BCE by C. Messius in connection with Pompey’s
supervision of the grain supply (327). Cicero later proposed this unusual power for C.
Cassius in 43 BCE (Phil. 11.30) so that he would have supreme command in the war
against the supporters of Caesar. Thus Cassius could avoid Pompey’s predicament
in the civil war against Caesar in 49 BCE when he could not command but could
only cajole his fellow aristocrats to do his bidding, while his rival enjoyed undisputed
command of a well functioning war machine (329). Augustus took advantage of this
republican precedent, proposed by no less an authority than Cicero, in his second
settlement (23 BCE) so that he “could legitimize his intentions to influence affairs
in provinces not given to him by the state” (362–63).
Overall, this is a very impressive book, for it weighs in on controversial issues
that are fundamental to our understanding of how the Roman Republic worked.
Drogula’s argument, while at times repetitive (a result, I think, of analyzing issues so
closely intertwined that it is impossible to completely unravel them), is in the end
remarkably consistent, lucid, and persuasive. This book should be essential reading
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for anyone interested in how Romans conceived of magisterial power and authority
and ultimately how this conception informed the governing of their city and the
administration of their empire.
NECJ 43.2						
Geoffrey Sumi
						
Mt. Holyoke College
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Lee Fratantuono,
A Reading of Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura.
Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015. Pp. xii + 505. Cloth
(ISBN 978-1-4985-1154-4) $140.00.

Although it is an independent work, this latest volume from the hands of Lee
Fratantuono should feel familiar. Those acquainted with Fratantuono’s Madness
volumes—that is, his readings of Virgil’s Aeneid (Madness Unchained, 2007),
Ovid’s Metamorphoses (Madness Transformed, 2011), and Lucan’s Pharsalia (Madness Triumphant, 2012)—will know what to expect here. Like those earlier works, this
one is a lengthy prose explication de texte that closely follows the language and structure of the poem it studies, Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura. The volume offers many
insightful observations, particularly with regard to textual criticism and Lucretius’
place in the Latin epic tradition, but it also suffers from occasional blindness. The
bibliography omits such central works on Epicurean philosophy as A. A. Long and
D. N. Sedley’s The Hellenistic Philosophers (Cambridge, 1987), and this omission is
symptomatic of the volume’s orientation: Fratantuono’s Lucretius is first and foremost a Roman poet and a forebear of Virgil; he is only secondarily a philosophical
thinker and Epicurean missionary.
Fratantuono’s emphasis on Lucretius as a poet of Rome offers much of value,
particularly given that the disciple of Epicurus has often been understood as standing apart from the broader tradition of Latin epic. Over the past thirty years, Philip
Hardie and Monica Gale have done much to locate Lucretius in relation to later
Latin literature, especially Virgil; and the strengths of Fratantuono’s commentary
may be seen as continuing their work. (Gale, in particular, receives extensive attention in the volume. Her name appears scores of times in the notes on Lucretius’ fifth
book, and her five entries in the bibliography are the most given to any scholar.)
Fratantuono is thus at his most insightful in discussing the introduction of Mavors
(19, on De Rerum Natura 1.29 ff.) within the opening of Lucretius’ poem. Observing that this archaic verbal form (Mavors) denotes “the great god of both war and
Rome,” he comments:
Venus may be the mother of Aeneas, but Mars was the father of Romulus;
deftly, the poet draws together the two foundational strands of Roman
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mythological lore…. What Virgil would later describe in the Aeneid—

namely the Julian descent from Venus to Aeneas to Iulus to the Caesar(s)
of his own day—can be imagined as juxtaposed with the Romulan world

of Mars. Lucretius, then, stands now between, now alongside Ennius and
Virgil as a bond that joins together two poetic worlds.

Even if we do not all see hints at Ennius’ Annales and Virgil’s Aeneid in these
lines, Fratantuono’s interpretation is clever. He gives the invocation of Venus and
Mars at the beginning of De Rerum Natura a significance both literary historical
and poetic: Lucretius stands at once chronologically between Ennius and Virgil as
well as poetically alongside them in articulating a distinctive relationship to two
foundational mythic figures at Rome. Those who would still leave Lucretius outside the mainstream of Latin epic must reckon with Fratantuono’s depiction of the
Epicurean poet as crafting his work with the same tools as his most prominent
precursor and greatest successor.
As noted at the outset, though, for all Fratantuono’s attention to Lucretius’
links with Virgil and Ennius, he is much more reticent about key philosophical influences upon De Rerum Natura. For instance, his remarks on the opening proem
make no mention of what in recent times has become a scholarly piety: the invocation of Venus and Mars at the poem’s outset is a clear engagement with Empedocles’ cosmic principles of Love and Strife. Surely Fratantuono must be aware of
this reading. His bibliography includes inter alia both David Sedley’s Lucretius and
the Transformation of Greek Wisdom and Myrto Garani’s Empedocles Redivivus, two
recent works that have been central in re-establishing Empedocles’ importance for
Lucretius. Yet for whatever reason no mention of Empedocles’ importance for Lucretius’ proem appears. To be fair, Empedocles does receive extensive discussion in
the commentary (especially on pp. 44-47, on the moment when he appears by name
at De Rerum Natura 1.716). By contrast with its easy movement between several
Latin epics, though, A Reading is far less fluid in its observation of philosophical
influence.
A similar problem arises in Fratantuono’s treatment of Lucretius’ famous
“upside-down back-to-front” skeptic, the figure who appears as a negative foil of
self-refutation at De Rerum Natura 4.469-77. While in his discussion Fratantuono
notes the traditional Epicurean doctrine of the infallibility of sense impressions,
he does not put the reader in a position to understand it thoroughly or well. Rather than alerting the reader to the rich collection of material in section sixteen of
Long and Sedley (The Hellenistic Philosophers), a section that not only provides the
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available philosophical material on sense perception in Epicurean thought but also
attempts to expound the Epicurean position clearly and charitably, Fratantuono instead quickly asserts that Epicurean doctrine on sense perception “presents interpretive problems from which Lucretius will not be thought by many to extricate himself
successfully” (250). This rapid dismissal is unfortunate, for even if we are not today
Epicureans, their insistence on the value of sensory evidence for understanding the
world likely constitutes one of their distinctive innovations over against the earlier
atomist Democritus. In this same discussion, Fratantuono’s connection of Lucretius’
consideration of sense perception to Virgil’s Gates of Sleep in Aeneid six is of great
value, but it should be married to more careful study of the Epicurean position.
None of this criticism, however, should be overstated. Even where he fails to
direct his reader to the best aids for understanding Epicureanism, Fratantuono remains a charming guide. At one point in his preface, he asserts that his goal, if he
should be thought to have one, “is to instill a deeper love for Lucretius in his readers,
and along the way to raise questions and to offer avenues for further inquiry” (xi).
Whatever its shortcomings, working with A Reading has certainly reminded me of
why I love the Epicurean bard so much: it offers a variety of original insights and a
useful bibliography, particularly on textual issues.
There are occasional errors, the majority of which are more annoying than substantive: e.g., it is G. D. Hadszits, with an “sz,” not G. Hadzits (69) or F. Hadzits
(71); amabilis quicquam (17) should be amabile quicquam; Fama Deum (487) is from
the hands of A. Gigandet, not A. Giesecke; Holmes and Shearin 2013 (11) should
be Holmes and Shearin 2012 (487). This list is in no way comprehensive, but other
errors are similarly trivial.
NECJ 43.2						 Wilson H. Shearin
							University of Miami
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David R. Slavitt,
Odes: Horace.
Madison, WI: Univeristy of Wisconsin Press, Wisconsin Studies in Classics, 2014.
Pp. xiv + 184. Paper
(ISBN 0-299-29854-X) $12.95.

Slavitt’s translations of the complete Odes of Horace are highly readable, unfussy
versions whose liberties with the original will be familiar to readers of Slavitt’s previous translations. Gone, seemingly (and in this adverb lies much of Slavitt’s achievement), are the agony and defeat of translating a Horatian ode, supplanted by congenial versions whose spirit carries over to the brief entre nous notes that accompany
each ode. The Latin text of the odes is not included in the book.
Slavitt is adept at breaking the hold with which Latin frequently grips English
translation by inhibiting idiom, determining the shape of clauses, and restricting
diction to dictionary or thesaurus equivalents. He has no qualms about tossing an
entire stanza or two into the translation hopper for a remix. “I don’t suppose myself
to be translating words or even lines but the poem,” he says in the notes to [Ode] 3.3.
His translation of this same ode shows Slavitt carrying this approach a step further:
he omits the final “deflationary” stanza of the Latin, which for him mars the poem,
as he tells us in his note to the ode. In contrast to these and other liberties, nearly
every translation, while dispensing with meter, looks like the traditional Latin texts
of the original odes, with their variously indented stanzas, couplets, and the occasional stichic verse.
Since a Horatian ode confronts a translator with a decision-making challenges
similar to the Lifeboat Dilemma in ethics—how many people can you allow on
board before you run the risk of capsizing, and whom, if you must, will you reject?—
readers able to compare Slavitt’s versions to the Latin original will frequently miss
some dear friends. In Slavitt’s translations, the loss can include some compelling
images in the original.
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Take, for example, the exceptional third stanza of 3.9, an ode chiding Maecenas for
his reluctance to leave Rome to join Horace in the countryside:
Fastidiosam desere copiam et

molem propinquam nubibus arduis
omitte mirari beatae

fumum et opes strepitumque Romae.

Slavitt renders:
			

		

Take

a little break from the acquisition of even
more wealth than you already have

in Rome’s hectic and noisy arena.

This is clear and conveys enough to move the poem along, but gone is the complex
attitude Horace captures in the fascination (mirari) with boom-town (beatae) Rome
despite (but also perhaps because of ?) its flaws. Missing too is the topographical
and architectural detail of Maecenas’s famous tower (molem) piled up against the
clouds, a tower that gives the vantage point for the both the experience of the noisy,
smoky metropolis below and the countryside Maecenas gazes on in the distance, as
mentioned in the previous stanza. This seems like missed opportunity.
Elsewhere, it is not just an isolated image that has been jettisoned for benefits
that are not always readily apparent, but a rendering of the Latin’s internal patterns,
unifying imagery, and formal qualities that in many of the odes are as much of what
the poem is about as any drama or pronouncement. Two famous examples will illustrate. Much of the fun of the Pyrrha ode (1.5), for instance, comes from Horace’s
use of water-imagery, beginning with the naïve unsuspecting lover-boy drenched in
perfume and proceeding through the stormy seas of betrayal before concluding with
Horace’s drenched votive offerings to the god of the sea. In Slavitt’s version only the
soaked votive garments are retained, with the loss of a major unifying feature of the
poem.
Challenges of a different order are presented by 4.7 (“Diffugere nives…”), especially in the third stanza’s tour de force of compression. In seventeen Latin words
each of the four seasons makes a momentary but vivid appearance, displacing the
previous stage even as its own existence is, within the same line, undermined by
the next phase. Slavitt devotes over forty words to the stanza (not counting articles
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and prepositions). While this expansion adds, by way of compensation, some atmospheric imagery like springtime fragrance and harvest barns, it sacrifices Horace’s
expressive brevity that interlocks the seasons in a Shiva-like wheel of creation and
destruction. The whole poem, however, shows Horace exploiting possibilities in Latin, such as future participles and the inchoative infix, that are closed to English, so in
this case, unlike in 1.5, there are no easy fixes.
Overall, Slavitt’s diction and phrasing are on the casual and idiomatic side of
the spectrum, with relatively sparing use of slang, “Macedonian bimbo” being an
exception. There are no glaring cultural anachronisms like Ezra Pound’s “frigidaire
patent” in his homage to Propertius. He can be disarmingly whimsical about some
of his choices and freedoms. In 2.16, for instance, he alters one stanza from third person to second person because it makes the poem “a little grabbier,” and he concludes
the poem with a change in sense because “I admire Horace and want to put him in
the best light possible.” In 3.1, he admits to finishing off a stanza by padding it with
“I have seen this happen/over and over again.” While the effect of Slavitt’s poetic
register can be flat and devoid of the electricity one feels, say, in Ted Hughes’ Tales
from Ovid, one of Slavitt’s achievements is precisely the sense his translations give
that Horace and English are commensurable. Many of his translations are a pleasure
to read for their alliteration, rhythm, skillful line-endings, and a unified tone. It is a
tribute to both his talent and past experience as a translator that Slavitt makes this
creation of readable odes look much easier than it is.
Slavitt’s notes are an interesting, even curious feature of the book. Whereas
the translations are clearly aimed at the Latinless reader, the notes strike me as
more useful as shop-talk about strategies for Latin readers interested in literary
translation. The notes, generally only a paragraph or two long, usually steer clear
of interpretation and focus quite often on what he has done with the proper nouns
and adjectives that add the complex layer of cultural, mythological and historical
references to the odes. He discusses the range of choices—to omit (1.33, 2.6), to
gloss (1.34, 2.1) or to substitute a better known ancient or (less commonly) modern
parallel. Other translators of course simply footnote the obscure elements retained
in their translation, but Slavitt privileges the translation as a comprehensible entity
in itself and so eschews this method.
The most obvious audience for these translations is the Latinless reader interested in an introduction to the entire corpus of the Odes. It will be less useful for
those using Horace as a cultural or historical source, in light of the liberties that
erase some of the relevant detail. I could also see some profit from its use by students reading Horace in Latin, especially if a component of the class was the art of
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translation. Here Slavitt’s translations would provide an approachable companion
whose liberties would provoke comment and whose notes would articulate some of
the issues translators of Horace face.
NECJ 43.2						
Peter J. Aicher
					
University of Southern Maine
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Peter J. Anderson (trans., with Introduction and Notes)
Seneca: Selected Dialogues and Consolations.
Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company, 2015. Pp. 256. Cloth
(ISBN 978-1-62466-369-7) $39.95.

Peter Anderson has produced an agile volume containing translations of a significant selection of Seneca’s philosophical work. The Latin text is not present and
problems concerning the textual transmission are purposely not tackled.
The works presented in translation are: De Providentia, De Constantia Sapientis, Ad Marciam De Consolatione, De Vita Beata, De Otio, De Tranquillitate
Animi, De Brevitate Vitae, Ad Polybium De Consolatione, Ad Helviam Matrem
De Consolatione. The final part of the book is divided in three sections, namely: biographical information for key historical figures, a glossary of the most frequently
recurring Latin words and what is listed as an “index of historical persons”, which
differs from the previously mentioned “biographical information on historical figures”, because it locates the names of all historical characters that appear in the
various Senecan works of the volume, but without any biographical data.
The eleven sections of the introduction provide a viable means for acquiring some basic knowledge about Seneca. Despite the absence of the Latin text,
Anderson devotes two sections to Seneca’s Latin. In the first one he describes the
unmistakable originality of Seneca’s style. In the second he tackles the issues that
every Senecan translator inevitably faces. These issues are hard to grasp for a reader
who has no knowledge of Latin or, even more, who approaches the peculiarities of
Stoic preaching for the first time. Nonetheless what Anderson attempts to do is
not only effective, but necessary. It makes the reader aware that there is a level of
comprehension of the text that is simply not within reach, unless one reads Seneca
in Latin. More specifically Anderson refers to two main issues. First he underlines
how trying to replicate some of the stylistic effect of Seneca’s style could, at times,
end up making the English translation obscure. Then he points to the need to break
long Latin sentences into short English ones, thus unavoidably losing the “breath”
of the original text.
When it comes to some specific philosophical terminology, Anderson opts for
translations that he deliberately keeps uniform throughout the various works of
the collection. Such terms, with their translations, are: animus (spirit), mens (mind),
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virtus (virtue), otium (retirement), bonum (good; a noun), malum (bad, badness, bad
things; a noun). These translations are the best possible compromise and, right after introducing the terms, Anderson devotes some space to further explaining the
complexity of these key words. I personally cannot envisage a better solution, and
yet I sense that a reader approaching Seneca for the first time may have trouble, for
instance, in grasping the real meaning of otium which should be intended as vita
activa (but again, I am using Ciceronian Latin here!), i.e., a moment of retirement
from public duties which is not the same as “not being active”. I wonder if the short
explanation provided in the introduction will suffice to remind a reader of the semantic complexity of the term. Another concept that I deem particularly critical
is that of virtus. This is because the translation “virtue” leaves out completely the
gendered nuance that every Roman reader would have automatically appreciated,
nor does Anderson attend to this crucial dimension of the term in his discussion.
Virtus is not simply “virtue”, but rather virtue as embodied by the ideal Roman
male (vir). This is particularly significant within the context of Roman Stoicism in
which, starting with Musonius—and the querelle is very much present in Seneca—a
strong debate arises concerning the ability of women to attain an honorable level of
education and ultimately virtus. It was not just a matter of semantics, but implied
the attendant possibility of a new philosophical discourse running counter to the
normative understanding of gendered constructions excluding women from virtus.
With regard to Musonius, one nice feature of this volume consists of the attempt to situate Seneca within the landscape of Roman Stoicism. Too often commentaries and introductions hammer on the sequence: Seneca, then Epictetus, then
Marcus Aurelius. For a reader approaching the study of Stoicism for the first time,
Seneca may appear to be a solitary figure standing in a vacuum with no preceding
tradition. Anderson devotes an entire section of the introduction to situating Seneca
within the trajectory of Stoicism, tackling not only Roman Stoicism, but also the
Greek roots of the school. Furthermore, when he comes to Hierocles, Cornutus and
Musonius, Anderson stresses the concept of Stoicism as a “living tradition”, thus
further underlining the complex relation/tension between the Socratic imperative
of not relying on writing and the simultaneous production, particularly in the case
of Seneca, of a ponderous body of written works.
Anderson discusses oikeiosis and indifferents succinctly but effectively. He succeeds in explaining the notion of pneuma in simple terms and he anchors it to the
social dimension of oikeiosis. In less than a page he finds a way to even mention
Hierocles’ heterodox and more radical position on the matter. The section devoted
to the indifferents insists much on virtue, but perhaps the relation between virtue
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and pneuma would have required more room; Anderson also seems to hint at the
much discussed debate on Seneca’s hypocrisy (being rich is not an obstacle to being
virtuous), but I wonder if somebody approaching the study of Seneca for the first
time would be able to fully gauge what Anderson is arguing here. Lastly the paragraph on Epicureanism does justice to Seneca’s appreciation of at least some aspects
of the Garden.
A list of further readings follows some basic discussion of the chronology and
addressees of Seneca’s works. The list contains 16 titles, all fundamental pieces of
English-language scholarship; no French, German or Italian scholarship is ever
mentioned. The translation is elegant and accurate, while the notes provide some
basic but useful information. Overall this volume could be used as an excellent introduction to Seneca both for students and scholars unfamiliar with Latin.
NECJ 43.2						 Tommaso Gazzarri
							
Union College
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L E T T E R F R O M
T H E P R E S I D E N T

O

ur recently completed Annual Meeting at Smith College began early on a Friday morning with learned
presentations on Greek philosophy, on Greek sculpture, or (Latine, mirabile dictu!) on how to use coins in teaching
Latin. The last sessions on Saturday afternoon found a roomful
of Latin teachers running around (literally; it was kind of scary)
trying to connect with their teammates to win a vocabulary game
that actually makes students work together or, in another venue, teachers staying well after the appointed time of the session
(at the end of two very full days) to discuss how to make Latin
classrooms welcoming to all students, with particular attention
to those who might be marginalized or even excluded in other spaces. How marvelously wise and talented CANE members are, and how generous and supportive of each other in our
shared mission. It is our tradition to include in our formal letter
of thanks to the host institution a copy of the Resolution proclaimed at our Gavel Ceremony, along with a translation. In his
elegant Resolution, Jacques Bailly called the learning we share
“tam venerabilis quam callida.” I think this beautiful phrase captures so well the essence of CANE and since each epithet seems
untranslatable in a single word, I took the liberty of rendering
the phrase somewhat fancifully as “so steeped in tradition, yet
so attuned to the needs of a changing world.” CANE members
really do it all.
There is a delightful scene in Atul Gawande’s book Being
Mortal where the author’s father has finally decided to enter
hospice care. The cast of characters: the patient, a renowned
doctor; his wife, a renowned doctor; his son, a renowned doctor;
the hospice nurse. Gawande’s expectations were not high. Here
was a nurse from “Appalachian Community Hospice, for God’s
sake” (i.e., Boeotia). As it happens, the nurse takes charge and ef-
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ficiently moves the family through the process of beginning hospice care; she matter-of-factly brings up important issues that
the family had somehow not got around to discussing. I pictured
a CANE paper or workshop session, where a secondary school
teacher commands a room of the learned. The only difference
is that we would not have begun with such low expectations,
because we all know the crucial role each of us plays in educating
all of our students about the ancient world.
To you college and university faculty who treat the rest of us
as intellectual peers, we thank you. And to you primary and secondary teachers who recognize that higher education faculty are
also talented teachers and dedicated to developing their practice
as much as we are, a salute. It has been a delight to serve as President of CANE this past year. I never stop being both humbled
and inspired when I see how much great teaching is happening
in our classrooms all over New England.
Foolishly, in my last President’s message I referred to Scott
Bradbury, the Chair of The Smith College Classics Department
and the Chair of our Local Arrangements Committee by the
wrong name. What makes the mistake particularly humiliating
is that even my email knew his name. It had come to the point
where I would began an email, “I have a problem,” and my gmail
would automatically populate the “To:” line with “Scott Bradbury.” If anyone deserves to have his name right, it is Scott Bradbury. It was his meticulous attention to detail that made things
run so smoothly at Smith College this March.
I hope to see many of you this July in Rhode Island for our
Summer Institute at Brown University, and then next March in
New Hampshire for our 111th Annual Meeting at Phillips Exeter
Academy.
With affection,
Sean Smith
President, Classical Association of New England
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I N F O R M A T I O N , N E W S A N D
A N N O U N C E M E N T S

Scholarships
Scholarship opportunities and application details are described on the CANE website. Please visit: www.caneweb.org

Funding Opportunities
Two sources of funding are open to CANE members.
Educational Programs funding is awarded to any group or sub-group of the membership to promote a program of interest designed to promote understanding of the
Classics, pedagogy, or topics within ancient history. To apply for funds, a letter outlining the program and its goals, including the intended audience may be submitted
to: Dr. Edward Zarrow, World Languages Department, Westwood High School,
Westwood, MA 02090; 781-326-7500 x3372; tzarrow@westwood.k12.ma.us.
Discretionary Funds are awarded four times each year for supplies, ancillary materials, or enrichment materials that will enhance a particular project or curriculum,
and for which other funding is unavailable.
The deadlines are: 1 October 2015; 1 January 2016; 1 April 2016; and 1 July 2016.
Applications may be submitted to:
Anne Mahoney, 6 Hathon Square, Charlestown, MA 02129;
ANNE.MAHONEY@tufts.edu
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L I S T O F
R E C E I V E D ,

B O O K S
M A Y 2 0 1 6

Publishers are invited to send new books for this list to
Prof. Jennifer Clarke Kosak,
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Latin Pronunciation: How do we know?
Anne Mahoney
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It’s easy to find out how to pronounce a word in a modern language: you ask a native
speaker who knows the word. Ultimately, that’s where the pronunciation rules in
our textbooks and dictionaries come from. But this method doesn’t work so well for
Latin any more. So how do we know how Latin was pronounced?
Fortunately, we can sometimes eavesdrop on long-ago Latin learners and find
out what the native speakers told them. Consider Plutarch. Although he had a Latin
name, L. Mestrius Plutarchus, and was probably procurator of Achaia during Hadrian’s principate, Plutarch was Greek, and all his writings are in Greek. He was born in
the early first century and died after ad 120; this makes him an older contemporary
of Suetonius and Tacitus. Although Plutarch wrote philosophical essays — lots of
them! — he is also well known for the Parallel Lives. These are a series of paired
biographies, one Greek and one Roman. For example, Theseus and Romulus are
paired up, as are Alexander the Great and Julius Caesar, Demosthenes and Cicero,
Alcibiades and Coriolanus. There are 23 pairs in all (and there were others that no
longer survive).
Because Plutarch was writing in Greek about Romans, he had to turn all the
Latin names into Greek, and this is where pronunciation comes in. Plutarch (and
other Greek writers) wrote the Latin names in the Greek alphabet as they sounded.
He writes Κικέρων, rather than, say, Σισέρων. This tells us that the Latin C of Cicero’s name must have sounded like a kappa, or like English K.
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Similarly, Plutarch writes Καῖσαρ for “Caesar”: Latin C is consistently Greek kappa, never sigma. And that’s how we know the Romans pronounced C the same way
no matter what kind of vowel sound followed it.
Plutarch has put Greek endings on these names. For example, Cicero’s name
ends with N in Greek, just like Plato’s (he’s Πλάτων in his own language), because
names that end in omega sound feminine in Greek. And in the accusative, where it’s
“Ciceronem” in Latin, it’s Κικέρωνα in Greek, because that’s how the third declension works. But the sounds have come directly over from Latin.
There are other sources for Latin pronounciation as well; W. S. Allen’s Vox Latina (Cambridge, 1965) is a good overview. Plutarch’s Greek transliterations, though,
are a quick way to answer the skeptical student who wonders how we can possibly
know how people spoke 2000 years ago.
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